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WELCOME TO OUR LATEST NEWSLETTER 
 
 
STAFF UPDATE 
Charlotte after returning from maternity leave has made the decision to retire from the              
firm in order to look after her son Frank. Charlotte commuted from the Isle of Wight                
each day so she will no longer have to make that daily trip. We wish Charlotte all the                  
best for the future.  
 
We are pleased to announce that Stephen Brown has been appointed as Head of              
Mackarness and Lunt’s Property Department having joined us in 2018. Stephen           
specialises in residential and commercial property and has expertise in many complex            
residential transactions which enhances Mackarness and Lunt’s expertise in helping          
clients with unusual and tricky property sales and purchases. Mackarness and Lunt is             
developing its residential property team due to an increase in demand for our services              
and the needs of our clients. By covering both residential and commercial property             
Stephen is able to build lasting client relationships with both new and existing clients that               
enable him to cater for their needs. 
 
To strengthen the Conveyancing Department we are delighted that Allison Longhurst           
has decided to return to the firm to join Victoria La Mon and Sarah Baker-Brown.  
 
Allison is an Associate Legal Executive with over 35 years of legal experience. She              
deals with all aspects of the Residential Conveyancing processes involved in buying and             
selling houses including Leasehold sales and purchases together also with          
remortgages. She also specializes in Matrimonial Conveyancing and Lease Extensions.          
She believes in providing an excellent client service ensuring that everyone in the             
transaction are kept updated regularly during the course of all stages of the sale or               
purchase. Allison is also a member of the Portsmouth Property Association and is a              
trained Dementia friend. She also has a dog called Merlot who takes up all of her other                 
spare time. 
 
LEGAL UPDATE 
 
DIVORCE OVERHAUL TO END BLAME GAME  
Divorce laws in England and Wales are to be overhauled, with the current system where               
a spouse has to allege adultery or unreasonable behaviour for divorce proceedings to             
start immediately to be replaced with a system that will only require a party to say the                 
marriage has broken down irretrievably. Justice Secretary David Gauke said the           



changes would help end the "blame game", adding: “While we will always uphold the              
institution of marriage, it cannot be right that our outdated law creates or increases              
conflict between divorcing couples." The new rules, which come after a 12-week public             
consultation, will include a minimum timeframe of six months from petition stage to             
decree absolute, with the applicant asked at this point to affirm their decision to seek a                
divorce before it is granted. Christina Blacklaws, president of the Law Society, said             
introducing no-fault divorce “will help to cut some of the conflict from what can be a                
highly stressful experience.”  
 
LANDMARK RULING MEANS BRITISH OVERSEAS TERRITORY’S COULD BE        
FORCED TO RECOGNISE GAY MARRIAGES  
Chantelle Day and her fiancée Vickie Bodden Bush, a couple who live in the Cayman               
Islands, have won a legal battle for the right to marry and for their marriage to be legally                  
recognised. As a result of the ruling, the Marriage Law in the Cayman Islands has been                
modified with immediate effect.  
 
SUPPORT FOR THOSE AT RISK OF FORCED MARRIAGE NEEDS TO BE           
BROADENED  
Although raising of the legal age for marriage from 16 to 18 to help prevent 16-and                
17-year-old girls being forced into arranged marriages, the law should be implemented            
EU-wide and more mechanisms need to be put in place to “assist those at risk, those                
who have already been coerced into marriage and those who have escaped from their              
family homes.” Whistleblowers and anyone who helps a victim escape from an abusive             
family situation also need to be protected.  
  
MAJORITY SUPPORT RIGHT TO DIE LAW CHANGE  
The overwhelming majority (84%) of respondents to a poll of 5,000 people said they              
would back a law allowing mentally competent adults with terminal illnesses to end their              
lives with medical help. It comes two weeks after the Royal College of Physicians              
adopted a neutral stance on the issue.  
  
ESTATE DISPUTES: A quarter of adults are now prepared to challenge a will 
A quarter of British adults are willing to challenge a relative's will in court if they disagree                 
with the division of the estate, according to a survey of 2,000 people, commissioned by               
the life insurance company Direct Line. There were 8,159 caveats entered in contested             
probate cases in 2017, rising by 6 per cent in 2018, with Londoners being the most likely                 
to contest a parent's will, the survey found. A parallel survey of family law specialists               
identified undue influence as the most common grounds for contesting a will. 
 
PROBATE REGISTRIES 
The Ministry of Justice has begun work on closing down regional probate registries and              
moving the service under one roof. 
 
Some staff at the 10 remaining sites across England and Wales have been told of               
intentions to scale back their operations and eventually close down the sites. 
 
The change comes as part of the wider £1bn modernisation programme to upgrade the              
courts and tribunals service. Ministers insist the service will improve through bringing            
together shared expertise. 



 
Practitioners will however be concerned by the removal of face-to-face service for work             
that often requires familiarity with and trust in those administering it. Questions are             
certain to be asked about why probate services are being cut when the government              
plans to increase fees. 
 
The eventual plan is to move probate services to the Courts and Tribunals Service              
Centre in Birmingham, with some administrative work taking place at a second site. Ten              
staff members at Birmingham Probate Registry have already been told their jobs are             
potentially affected, but workers at the other sites still await more information. 
A spokesperson for HM Courts & Tribunals Service said that no staff have been put on                
notice of redundancy and the department is ‘working hard to ensure it stays that way’. 
 
He added: ‘Courts and Tribunals Service Centres are a key part of our £1 billion Reform                
Programme and will ensure we deliver better services for all court users. As we move               
work to the first two CTSCs, staff in existing centres will need to be moved into new                 
roles.  
 
These changes will be gradual and our priority is to support employees throughout the              
process and help them find suitable, alternative roles.’ 
 
Documents issued last year by the judiciary revealed court reforms could result in the              
loss of 6,500 jobs by 2022. 
 
Meanwhile, proposals to create a banded structure for the probate fee, based on the              
size of the estate, remain stalled by the current Brexit-related turmoil in parliament.             
Under the proposed scheme estates worth £2m or more would pay £6,000 instead of              
£155. 
 
Justice minister Lucy Frazer has said the new fee structure is expected to bring in               
additional income of £145m in the next financial year.  
 
DEATH CERTIFICATE PRICE INCREASE  
The price of getting a death certificate has risen from £4 to £11 in England and Wales.                 
Costs for birth and marriage certificates are changing as well, but because relatives             
sometimes require up to 20 certificates to prove to different authorities their loved one              
has died, more expensive death certificate will have the most serious impact. 
 
FREE WILLS MONTH 
Last October Mackarness and Lunt were proud to support Free Wills Month in aid of               
Guide Dogs by preparing Wills for clients using the scheme for free. As a result of the                 
scheme our clients donated an estimated £109,000 in their Wills to the charity to              
continue their deserving work. Michael Parr, Head of Private Client, said he was             
extremely pleased that Mackarness and Lunt were able to support the charity in this way               
using our professional expertise to benefit such a good cause. Following such great             
support we have now decided to take part with a wonderful scheme offered by Cancer               
Research UK. 
 
MENTAL CAPACITY AND PROBATE 



Probate and mental capacity are not two concepts that are automatically linked in most              
people’s minds. However, with an increasing emphasis on supporting vulnerable clients           
and a growing awareness of the concept of mental capacity a link is forming. The               
importance of this area is leading to a call to determine an individual’s capacity to issue                
a receipt of probate or to act as executors of an estate. 
 
Mental capacity is simply another way of saying a person’s ability to make a decision.               
Contrary to common misconceptions there is no such thing as ‘blanket capacity’ i.e. that              
you either have it or you don’t. This is because what a person needs to understand to                 
make a decision varies according to the decision. For example, what Mrs Smith needs              
to understand when making a Will is very different to what she will need to understand                
when acting as an executor. 
  
In Probate it is necessary to ensure the individuals involved are able to perform the               
duties assigned to them before you can complete probate on an estate, be they              
executor, trustee or beneficiary. In many cases, this will not be an issue. However, with               
an ageing population and increasing incidences of dementia it can be difficult to feel              
confident that every person you deal with is able to fulfil the role assigned to them. 
  
The failure to get a timely and accurate assessment of a person’s mental capacity to               
either be an executor or beneficiary results in a delay in being able to issue probate.                
Whilst the GP is often seen as the first port-of-call for such assessments, increasingly              
they are refusing to do them. Often when they are completed by the GP, they are done                 
reluctantly and incorrectly. 
  
CYCLIST NOW FACE BANKRUPTCY OVER INJURED PEDESTRIAN’S COSTS        
OVER £100,000. 
A cyclist who knocked down a woman crossing a busy London Road has indicated that               
he now faces bankruptcy from the resulting costs bill. Whilst Gemma Brushett was             
awarded £4,161.00 in damages by the Central London County Court in June after a              
Judge ruled she was equally to blame for the collision of the cyclist Robert Hazeldean,               
the costs of the proceedings have highlighted a potential stark reality that cyclists may              
be prudent to take out insurance. A significant amount of focus in the case has been on                 
the fact that Ms. Brushett was looking at her phone while she crossed the street at                
London Bridge whilst the cyclist (travelling up to 15 mph) was going through a green               
light and sounded his horn to warn the pedestrian.  
 
In the resulting trial the cyclist’s legal representatives have indicated that covering the             
costs and compensation will cost him personally £20,000 and could leave him bankrupt.             
The claimant has sought costs of almost £100,000 a figure which is likely to be               
contested at a future hearing as an abuse of process.  
 
Almost irrespective of whether or not the sum of £100,000 in costs is ultimately awarded               
and paid, for those who may otherwise find themselves in this position, the cyclist              
Robert Hazeldean has urged other cyclists to obtain insurance through British Cycling to             
provide protection for what he considers to be the vulnerability of the cyclist both              
physically and against the Courts and hopes that his case will help highlight the need for                
reform where he considers it leaves certain road users disproportionately exposed.           
Further litigation in this matter will no doubt continue.  



 
TAX-FREE CHILDCARE 
Make sure your clients know about Tax-Free Childcare and how it could reduce their 
childcare costs. 
 
Tax-Free Childcare is a government scheme available to working parents, including the 
self-employed, with children aged 0 to 11. 
 
Eligible parents can get up to £2,000 per child per year towards qualifying childcare. For 
clients with 2 children, it could mean a £4,000 saving per year on the family’s budget. 
Parents can use it on a wide range of registered childcare, including: 

● childminders 
● nurseries 
● breakfast clubs, after school clubs and holiday clubs. 

 
For disabled children, the scheme is available up to the age of 16 with a maximum 
government contribution of £4,000 per child per year. 
 
Visit www.childcarechoices.gov.uk to find out more information and how to apply. 
 

LASTING POWERS OF ATTORNEY - REFUND 
£77m LPA fees remain unclaimed. More than 1m people are yet to claim refunds              
from a Government error regarding lasting power of attorney (LPA) fees that allowed the              
Office of the Public Guardian to claim £89m more than it was entitled to between 2013                
and 2017. Only £12m has been paid out so far, with £77m waiting to be claimed.                
Anyone who paid to establish power of attorney on behalf of a family member during               
that period is entitled to up to a £54 refund.  
 
UNION WARNS FAKE WILLS COULD GO UNDETECTED  
The Public and Commercial Services Union (PCSU) has warned that fake wills could go              
undetected under plans to outsource verification of online probate applications to a            
private company. The Government has proposed that work historically done by           
experienced civil servants in the Probate Service to verify the authenticity of wills is to be                
done using “bulk scanning and printing services”. The PCSU claims that the online             
application service, introduced in January, has increased the length of time taken for             
probate to be granted and increased the error rate in applications by 74%. The union               
also claimed that only one of its 181 members who worked in the Probate Service had                
applied to work in one of the new court and tribunal service centres dealing with online                
applications. HM Courts and Tribunals Service (HMCTS) has confirmed that the           
verification contract had been awarded to Exela, which it said had “30 years of              
experience in the bulk scanning industry”. At present the verification process is still             
being handled by HMCTS. However, the PCSU has raised concerns over scrutiny,            
alleging that Exela paid its staff a performance bonus for speed. 
  
 
NEED FOR GREATER CLARITY IN INHERITANCE ACT RULINGS 
Lawyers say greater transparency is needed in Inheritance Act rulings, particularly in            
terms of the time limits allowed for making claims against an estate. One recent case,               

https://links.advice.hmrc.gov.uk/track?type=click&enid=ZWFzPTEmbXNpZD0mYXVpZD0mbWFpbGluZ2lkPTIwMTkwNTAxLjUzNzA2MDEmbWVzc2FnZWlkPU1EQi1QUkQtQlVMLTIwMTkwNTAxLjUzNzA2MDEmZGF0YWJhc2VpZD0xMDAxJnNlcmlhbD0xNzEwNTMxNyZlbWFpbGlkPW1pY2hhZWxwYXJyQG1hY2tsdW50LmNvLnVrJnVzZXJpZD1taWNoYWVscGFyckBtYWNrbHVudC5jby51ayZ0YXJnZXRpZD0mZmw9JmV4dHJhPU11bHRpdmFyaWF0ZUlkPSYmJg==&&&101&&&http://www.childcarechoices.gov.uk/TFC1


Cowan v Foreman, saw a widow refused permission to do so, after she filed her               
application 17 months after the deadline had passed. Although she argued that she had              
not understood the structure of a will, and was unaware that applications were subject to               
a six-month time limit, Mr Justice Mostyn stated that, absent exceptional factors, the limit              
of excusable delay should be “measured in weeks, or at most a few months”.              
Conversely, permission was recently granted in Bhusate v Patel & Others to bring a              
claim under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 1975, despite it             
being made more than 25 years after the time limit. “These cases highlight important              
issues and demonstrate the potential pitfalls that surround delay in inheritance matters”,            
Fraser and Fraser partner Andrew Fraser commented. ‘We fully understand that, in            
exceptional circumstances, there may be occasions when time limits need to be            
extended and where common sense should apply. Having said that, we need to remain              
mindful that such limits also exist to help people avoid the costs and stresses that can                
accompany litigation following distribution of an asset”. 
 
LORDS CALL FOR INCREASED RIGHTS FOR COHABITING ADULTS 
The House of Lords has called for increased rights for cohabiting adults, as the              
Cohabitation Rights Bill passed through the upper house for a second reading. The            
primary aim of the Bill, which was originally drawn up in 2007 with certain amends being                
suggested in 2011, was to provide protections for persons who live or have lived              
together as a cohabitant couple. It also sought clarification on the law regarding the              
property of a deceased person who are survived by a cohabitant. However, despite             
various readings and amendments suggested throughout parliament, there has been no           
action from the government on this issue. Lord Marks highlighted the issue involving             
cohabiting couples and the legal implications of when the relationship comes to an end.              
He argued that the courts need to adjust the financial position of cohabitants to ensure               
that the relationship ends fairly. Lord Marks commented: “The present law is a charter              
for partners in cohabiting couples, whether inadvertently or deliberately, to take financial            
advantage of their relationship and to walk away when it ends, leaving the other party               
disadvantaged and without redress. Then again, if one partner dies without a will, the              
other will inherit nothing as of right from the estate, not even the home they lived in                 
together. The Bill would ensure that where a relationship between qualifying cohabiting            
couples breaks down, the court could adjust the economic impact of the relationship so              
they share that impact more fairly.” 
 
WILL WARNING  
Step, a professional association for specialists in family inheritance and succession           
planning, has warned that people without a will risk their estate being distributed under              
intestacy rules, meaning it may go to the wrong people or the Government. 54% of               
people don't have a valid will, either because they haven't written one or it is out of date. 
 
CHANGE LAW ON LEASEHOLDS  
MPs are calling for a change to the law to help families trapped in leasehold deals                
escape their unsellable homes, suggesting an inquiry into the sale of such properties is              
required. A report from the House of Commons housing committee accuses large            
housing firms of exploiting buyers with leasehold contracts that impose large ground            
rents and “excessive” fees. It also criticises solicitors for failing to warn clients, while              
voicing concern that some lawyers are too closely linked with developers. The report             
says it is “‘legally possible” for the Government to intervene; calls for an overhaul of the                



leasehold system that would see peppercorn ground rents on all properties; suggests            
developers should be banned from offering buyers deals to use their recommended            
solicitors; and supports calls for the Competition and Markets Authority to investigate the             
sale of leasehold homes. 
 
HMRC CONSULTATION – PRIVATE RESIDENCE RELIEF 
HMRC has launched a consultation on changes to private residence relief (PRR) from             
capital gains tax (CGT) that were announced at Budget 2018. 
 
As from 6 April 2020, lettings relief will be restricted to owners who share occupancy               
with a tenant. Lettings relief was introduced in 1980, to allow people to let out spare               
rooms within their property on a casual basis without losing the benefit of PRR. In               
practice, however, HMRC has found that lettings relief is being used for purposes             
beyond the original policy intention, benefitting those who let out a whole dwelling that              
has, at some stage, been their main residence. 

The reforms mean that lettings relief will not be available for periods where an owner               
has moved out of the property and therefore no longer shares occupation with a tenant               
or tenants. This effectively abolishes it for buy-to-let purposes. The impact on a typical              
landlord will be to increase the chargeable gain on disposal by up to GBP40,000. 

The final-period exemption from CGT will also be reduced from 18 months to nine              
months. This exemption was originally 36 months when first introduced during a            
property market slump, as a concession for people who were unable to sell their former               
home after moving to another. It was reduced to the current 18 months by the Finance               
Bill 2014, although there are special rules to allow disabled homeowners and those who              
go into residential care to claim the full 36 months relief. These will not change in the                 
current reforms. 
 
Both changes will come into effect for disposals on or after 6 April 2020, affecting               
around 40,000 people each year. From that date, only those periods where the owner              
was in shared occupancy with the tenant will qualify for lettings relief. Periods when it               
was let out before then will not qualify for any relief. 

The government is also considering changing the rules on inter-spouse transfers, so that             
the receiving spouse always inherits the transferring spouse's period of ownership and            
the use to which the property was put during that time. This would, for example, prevent                
a person claiming full PRR on the disposal of a house that their spouse had previously                
owned and let out. 

ACCIDENTAL INHERITANCES  
So-called accidental inheritances are on the rise because people forget to check who             
benefits from their pension when they die. As they are mostly written into trust, pensions               
aren’t covered by wills and so forgetting to update pension forms can mean the wrong               
person receives part of the legacy. Three out of five people have not checked who the                
beneficiaries of their insurance policies are since setting them up, and one in five have               
benefited from an inheritance they never knew existed.  
 



INHERITANCE TAX - What exemptions and reliefs are available? 
There are a number of exemptions and reliefs available to individuals both during their             
lifetime, and on their death, including: 

● Transferable nil rate band – if all assets pass from one spouse/civil partner to              
another on death, any unused portion of the nil rate band of the first to die also                 
transfers, leaving the surviving spouse/civil partner a potential £650,000 nil rate           
band. 

● Spouse or civil partner exemption – assets passed between spouses/civil          
partners during their lifetime are not counted as gifts when valuing an estate. 

● £3,000 annual exemption – a person can give away £3,000 in any one tax year               
free from IHT. This can be carried forward, but only by one year, and only where                
the full allowance is used for the current year. 

● Charity exemption – donations to registered charities are not counted as gifts            
when valuing an estate. 

● Small gift exemption – a person can make outright gifts of up to £250 in total, to                 
each of any number of people in one year, and these will be exempt from IHT.                
The total of any one person’s allowance cannot form part of any larger gift. 

● Other exempt gifts include cash or gifts for weddings or civil partnership            
ceremonies. On these occasions, parents can each make gifts worth £5,000,           
grandparents £2,500 and anyone else £1,000 and these will be exempt from IHT. 

● Regular gifts out of income may also be exempt from IHT. 
● Business and agricultural property relief – if an individual owns shares in a trading              

company, company property (provided they are a majority shareholder) or          
agricultural property, this relief may reduce their inheritance tax liability. 

 
 
Disclaimer 
This newsletter has been prepared to highlight some key issues. It is intended to be for general                 
guidance only and is not a substitute for specific advice. It is based upon our understanding of                 
the legal position as at July 2019 and may be affected by subsequent changes in the law.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
I would be interested in future newsletters  
 
Name     ………………………………………………….  
 
E-mail address or address  ……………………….………………………….  
 
Return to: 16 High Street, Petersfield, Hampshire GU32 3JJ Tel No: 01730 265111  
(SRA Number: 58323)  
 
If you do NOT wish to receive any further updates or communications from us, please               
notify Jane Perkins by e-mail perkinsj@macklunt.co.uk or phone on 01730 265111. 


